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1. Introduction 

When there is a significant gap between the rich and the poor, is charitable giving 

affected?  The income distribution in Canada, like many countries, has been changing 

over the last twenty years, with a higher proportion of income being reported by those in 

the top 1%.  Between 1980 and 2005, this share increased by 27%, rising from 8% in 

1980 to 11% in 2005 (Milligan, 2013).  Using the Gini coefficient as a measure of 

income inequality, we have also seen a 15% increase in inequality over this same period, 

from 0.352 to 0.404.1 

Inequality is not just a national concern: it is also observed within communities 

and localities.  An important strand of research on inequality is focused on assessing the 

social and economic consequences of growing inequality, and these consequences are 

best studied at a local level.2    Recent empirical work focusing on local publicly 

provided goods finds mixed effects of inequality on funding for those goods. For 

example, Boustan et. al. (2013) finds that municipal spending on police and fire services 

rise with increases in income inequality, and Corcoran and Evans (2011) find that 

education spending rises with increasing income inequality in school districts.  On the 

other hand, Alesina et. al (1999) find no measurable effect of inequality at the city level 

on public spending, and Kaplan et. al (1996)  find the opposite at the state level.   

What might drive these different results is tied to the mechanisms underlying 

decisions on the level of public expenditures.  If the median voter drives preferences for 

public goods, under greater income inequality the median voter feels poorer, and may 

thus support higher taxes and public expenditures (Meltzer and Richard, 1981).  

Alternatively, if income differences promote greater polarization between those with 
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high and low incomes, those with high incomes may prefer private provision over public 

provision of certain goods and those with lower incomes may face severe constraints that 

drives a preference to lower support for public expenditures (Epple and Romano, 1996).  

In contrast, models of group affiliation (Alesina and LaFerrara, 2000) typically posit that 

individuals prefer to interact with others who are similar to themselves, or may derive 

less benefit from public goods that benefit members outside their group, in which case 

we would expect to find a negative effect on donations in areas with increasing income 

inequality.   

Should we expect to find similar effects of changes in income inequality on the 

private provision of public goods as measured by charitable giving?  Theoretical work on 

the effects of income redistribution on private giving suggests that if income is 

redistributed across donors, then there should be no effect on giving.  Redistribution from 

non-donors to donors, however, would suggest that we will observe an increase in giving 

(see, Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian, 1986).3  Chan et. al. (1996, 1999) provide 

experimental support for the prediction that greater income inequality leads to increases 

in donations.  The broader experimental literature, however, finds negative effects of 

income heterogeneity on contributions (Anderson et. al., 2003; Bagnoli and McKee, 

1991; Brookshire et al., 1989; Cardenas, 2002a,b; Fisher et. al., 1994; Isaac and Walker, 

1988; Rapoport and Suleiman, 1993), or no effect (van Dijk and Grodzka, 1992; Sadrieh 

and Verbon, 2004). 

In this paper we add to the literature by studying how increases in local income 

inequality affect Canadian tax-receipted donations reported between 1991 and 2006.  We 

measure inequality based on two local geographies: namely the census division (CD) and 
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the forward sortation area (FSA).  A CD typically covers a city or municipality (e.g. 

Toronto) or groups of municipalities (e.g. Kitchener-Waterloo-Cambridge) that are 

joined together for the purposes of regional planning and managing common services.   

An FSA is a geography defined by Canada Post that contains about 7000 households, and 

roughly reflects the natural and artificial boundaries of neighbourhoods.  Inequality is 

slightly higher and grows by more at the CD level than at the FSA level:  the CD-level 

Gini coefficient rises from 0.389 to 0.434 (12%), and the FSA-level Gini rises from 

0.380 to 0.420 (11%).  The average within-FSA growth in the Gini, on the other hand is 

larger at the FSA level at 16% versus 13% within CDs.  

Our statistical analysis focuses on the average donation per household and the 

fraction of households reporting donations at the FSA level.  The average donation 

increased by 76% over the sample period, while the fraction of households reporting 

donations declined by 15%.  Payne (2012) observes that the bulk of the growth in 

donations has been in the higher income neighbourhoods.  Our core results suggest that 

increases in CD or FSA inequality results in an overall increase in charitable giving.  

However, in areas where both the CD and the FSA inequalities increase, the effect of the 

interaction of these measures results in less of an increase in donations compared to areas 

where, for instance, the CD inequality increases but the FSA inequality remains 

relatively constant (as would be observed in communities where there is neighbourhood 

segregation of households based on income).  The results also suggest that increasing 

inequality leads to a decline in the fraction of households that donate, though the 

magnitude of the effect is relatively small.  Our results are robust to using different 

measures of income inequality, namely the Theil index, the 90/10 ratio of household 
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income, and the share of the income represented by those with the top 1% of income. 

  

The paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the measurement of 

income inequality and neighbourhood income concentration.  In section 3 we present our 

estimation framework and in section 4 we describe the data and our sample for the 

analysis. In Section 5 we present the results and conclude in section 6. 

 

2. Measuring Inequality 

We start by using the Gini coefficient as our main measure of inequality.  Following 

Corcoran and Evans (2011), we specify a parametric distribution for household income 

in each locality, then use data on household counts within income bins from Census 

Profiles in combination with a Maximum Likelihood procedure to estimate the 

parameters of the distribution.  Using these parameters, we then compute the Gini and 

other measures of inequality. 

More specifically, suppose the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for 

household income in neighbourhood i in year t is given by F(a).  The probability that 

income is in bin k is therefore given by 

 

P!"# !=
!(!!), ! = 1

! !! − ! !!!! , 1 < ! < !
1− ! !!!! , ! = !

 (1) 
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where a! is the upper bound on the income range for bin k.  Given these probabilities, 

and specifying !!"# as the number of households in neighbourhood i in bin k at time t, we 

maximize the log likelihood function: 

 

!"!!" = !!"#!
!!! !!"# (2) 

 

As in Corcoran and Evans (2011), we model the distribution of household incomes in 

each neighbourhood with the Dagum Type I distribution.4  There are two main 

advantages of the Dagum distribution for this particular application.  First is its flexibility 

arising from the fact that its functional form has three parameters.  The second is that 

associated with this distribution are simple, closed-form, equations for various income 

inequality measures and the Lorenz Curve.     

Researchers have shown in prior applications that income inequality measures 

generated through this approach are highly correlated with those computed using 

individual level microdata (Evans, Hout and Mayer, 2004).  Nevertheless, we assess the 

accuracy of our estimates in several ways.  First, we use the estimated parameters to 

predict income shares within each household income bin, and compare to the actual 

data.5  Figures A.1 and A.2 show the average income shares and cumulative income 

shares, respectively, with 1991 presented separately because the income top code is 

different.  The graphs show that the Dagum approach does a good job at predicting the 

income shares in the data. There is a slight over prediction in the lower bins, but 

otherwise the predictions represent a fairly close approximation to the observed 

distribution of income. 
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We also compare Gini coefficients from the Dagum approach to those generated 

from Census microdata, both computed at the Census Tract (CT) level.  CTs are smaller 

than FSAs, so if the Dagum approach generates accurate Gini coefficients at that level of 

geography, it should also be appropriate at the slightly larger FSA level.  We plot the 

Dagum Gini against the microdata Gini in Figure A.3.  The Gini coefficients that use 

data at the household level are strongly correlated (r = 0.81); however, there is a slight 

tendency for the values from the Dagum approach to be larger than those generated from 

microdata at values in the upper end of the range.  The overall average deviation between 

the Dagum and microdata Gini is 0.012, which is about 3% of the size of the average 

microdata Gini coefficient.  The average deviation between the two Gini measures starts 

to diverge from zero at values of roughly 0.35, being most pronounced at values above 

0.5.  The results of this exercise suggest that the Gini computed via the Dagum approach 

measures the true Gini with error, and as such coefficients in the subsequent regression 

analysis are likely attenuated. 

There is no obvious geography for capturing how a donor may react to changing 

conditions that are related to inequality and charitable giving.  On the one hand, it might 

be a reasonably broad area such as what might be covered when engaging in daily tasks 

such as going to work, attending community events, shopping, and taking one’s child to 

school.  On the other hand, the geography might more closely resemble the area directly 

surrounding a donor’s residence.  As there are merits to using both types of geography, 

we compute the Gini coefficients for two geographic areas:  the CD and the FSA.  Given 

a CD is designed to capture groupings of municipalities that are joined together for the 

purposes of regional planning and managing common services, we view it as the 
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geography that is likely traversed by a resident as well as the geography that might be 

comparable in terms of the provision of charitable services.  The FSA captures the 

residential neighbourhood of the donor.  This is a geographic area delineated by Canada 

Post for the purposes of mail delivery, coded by first three characters of the 6-digit postal 

code.  The areas contain roughly 7,000 households on average, though there is significant 

variation in the number of households across FSAs. FSAs in urban areas are relatively 

small (roughly equivalent to a neighbourhood), while in rural areas they can be quite 

large (potentially containing several municipalities). There are roughly 1,600 FSAs 

across Canada.6 

Our sample universe contains 1,251 urban FSAs (4872 observations).7  We 

narrow this sample to 991 FSAs (3964 observations) as follows: we drop 154 FSAs (578 

observations) that are missing data on donations and/or key Census measures.  We then 

drop 90 FSAs (226 observations) that are not observed in all four census years.  Finally, 

we drop 16 FSAs (64 observations) for which Gini coefficients could not be accurately 

computed using our method.8 We compute the Gini coefficients using Census data for 

1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006 for each of these 991 FSAs and their surrounding CDs.9 

In addition to computing the Gini coefficients to capture levels of inequality, we 

also compute the Theil Index, the 90/10 Ratio, and the top 1% share of income.  All of 

these measures are based on counts of households in bins based on the level of pre-tax 

household total income.  While we would like to test the robustness of our results to 

other measures of income, such as household income after tax, only pre-tax household 

total income is available across all four Census years.10  In 1996, 2001, and 2006, the 

income bins have a range of $10,000 and run from $0 to $100,000, whereas in 1991 the 
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bins run from $0 to $70,000.  The top coding of income will be most problematic for 

those FSAs with a high level of households reporting income above this threshold. 

Nevertheless, we showed in Figures A.1 and A.2 the predicted household shares in each 

income bin match the sample shares fairly closely, suggesting that this may not be a big 

problem.11 

In Table 1, we report the average levels of the inequality measures at the FSA and 

CD levels across FSAs in each year.  The Gini coefficient for the average FSA rises from 

0.380 to 0.420, an increase of about 11%. The Theil index, an inequality measure also 

focused on the whole income distribution, follows a similar trend although the growth 

over the period is closer to 27%.  Comparing households near the top of the distribution 

to those near the bottom, the average ratio of the 90th percentile of household income to 

the 10th percentile increases from 7.54 to 8.56.  Finally, in terms of top income 

concentration, the share of income held by the top 1% goes from 5.78% in 1991 to 7.53% 

in 2006.  Taken together, changes to the income distribution in the average urban 

neighbourhood appear to mirror those at the national level. 

Table 2 delves deeper into how inequality measures vary across time and space. 

In Panel A we report the statistics based on the Gini coefficients measured at the FSA 

level, and in Panel B we report the same summary statistics based on a Gini coefficient 

measured at the CD level.  For both geographies, the across locality variation is greater 

than the within locality variation. The within standard deviation is approximately 45% 

the size of the between standard deviation at the FSA level and 57% at the CD level. 

Observing a lower within variation is not too surprising given we might expect there to 

be sorting by income across geographies, especially at the neighbourhood level.   The 
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10th percentile of the Gini coefficient across FSAs is 0.326, going up to 0.471 at the 90th 

percentile.   The Gini grows within the average FSA by 0.049, or 15.6%, which is a fairly 

large jump over 15 years; similarly the Gini grows by 13% in the average CD.  At both 

the FSA and CD level, the 10th percentile of the percent change in the Gini is negative, 

implying that such a neighbourhood is becoming more equal in terms of income.   The 

90th percentile of percentage growth, on the other hand, is large, which implies 

substantial growth in income inequality.   

 

3. Effect of Inequality on Giving 

Our core estimation model is:  

 

!"#!"# = !!! + !!!"#$!"# + !!"#! + !! + !! + !!"# (3) 

 

where i indexes neighbourhoods (FSA), c indexes CDs and t indexes census years (1991, 

1996, 2001, 2006), !"#!"# represents giving as measured by donations and the fraction of 

households that report giving, !"#$!"# is a measure of neighbourhood inequality as 

measured at the FSA and/or CD level, !!"# is a set of neighbourhood-level controls, !! 

are neighbourhood fixed effects, and !! are census year effects.  We estimate the 

parameters using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). 

Neighbourhoods are clearly different along many dimensions related to income 

inequality that could drive differences in donations.  We include control variables for 

many of these factors, including income levels, education, ethnic diversity, family 

structure, dwelling values, the age distribution of the population, and labour market 
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conditions.  We further augment the specification to control for time-invariant difference 

between neighbourhoods using fixed effects, first controlling for differences across CDs 

and then, second, controlling for differences across FSAs.   In the specification that 

includes the FSA fixed effects, our main identifying assumption is that any unobserved 

factors that affect donations are not correlated with changes in inequality within 

neighbourhoods.  

The inequality measure at the CD level is arguably exogenous given it is 

capturing inequality at a relatively broad geography and we should not expect that, after 

controlling for time-invariant across CD variation and time-varying census measures, 

residents would sort themselves across CDs based on matters tied to charitable giving. 

There may, however, be a concern about the sorting of households at the FSA level.  

While FSA level fixed effects control for any initial sorting across neighbourhoods, it 

does not control for re-sorting across neighbourhoods over time.  While the time-varying 

census measures will help to control for sorting across neighbourhoods to some extent, 

we still should consider the potential compromise to our identification strategy.  We can 

think of two ways that sorting could compromise identification.  One threat is that 

individuals may choose their neighbourhood based on the level of charitable services 

provided to the community.  These services might include those provided by churches, 

art galleries, hospitals, schools, homeless shelters, and more. While we might think that 

the bundle of activities and services in a given community do factor into the decision to 

reside in a given community, it is the bundle of services being provided and this may or 

may not reflect individual decisions to donate to charity.  We suspect that most charities 

service more than a single community and that the activities of a particular charity are 
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not at the forefront of the decisions around residential locations.  We are not overly 

concerned with this type of sorting.  For this to be a significant issue, the location of the 

households that donate would also need to be tied to the charity location.  Most charities, 

however, have a catchment area that is broader than an FSA.  For instance, a homeless 

shelter often covers several neighbourhoods; an art museum covers an entire city.   

The second threat is tied to residential location based on income heterogeneity. 

Suppose that individuals choose their neighbourhood on the basis of income 

heterogeneity, and that those who prefer heterogeneous neighbourhoods are somehow 

different in their beliefs on giving than those who do not. For example, if people that 

have a preference for unequal communities are also more altruistic at the baseline, then 

there is a bias towards finding a positive effect of inequality on giving. For this reason, 

the effects of the changes in the FSA inequality measure should be interpreted cautiously. 

We do, however, control for changes in residential mobility in each of the 

neighbourhoods in our estimation, and these measures will help to control sorting issues 

that are tied to inequality.   

We also examine the relationship between giving, income inequality, and 

migration to check for any evidence that individuals do in fact engage in selective 

sorting.  Figures A.4 and A.5 show the relationship between the share of the current FSA 

population that is a migrant and our measures of donations and inequality from the 

previous Census.  The figures reveal no clear relationship between migration, donations, 

and inequality.  We also regressed measures of the fraction of the population that 

migrated in the last 5 years and the last year on log donations and log inequality.  Table 

A.1 shows the estimates for the total migration rate, and the internal migration rate.  
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While most coefficients are positive, and some statistically significant, they are all very 

small in magnitude.  As the dependent variables are measured on a 0-100 scale, a 1% 

increase in donations or inequality increases the mobility rate by at most a 0.027 

percentage points. This suggests there is no significant mobility into an FSA related to 

inequality or donations. 

A final caveat to our results is that changes in donations may not be caused 

directly by changes in inequality, but rather by underlying factors that lead to changes in 

inequality.  For example, changes in inequality might arise from differential shocks to 

wealthy or poor neighbourhoods that affect inequality, but also have a direct effect on 

donations.  While we do control for several time-varying factors, there is always the 

possibility that such unobserved shocks confound our estimates, and readers should keep 

this in mind when interpreting results. 

4. Data Description 

Data for this study are drawn from two main sources.  Information on donations comes 

from Statistics Canada’s Financial and Charitable Donors Databank.  This data source 

contains aggregated financial information based on Canadians’ tax records at various 

geographic levels.  We have extracted measures on total charitable donations and number 

of charitable donors in each urban FSA in each year from 1991 through 2006.  Charitable 

donations in this context include contributions to any registered charity that taxfilers 

claimed on their income tax return, for the purposes of seeking a tax credit.12 

We use this data to create our two outcome variables.  First is the total donation 

per household, computed by dividing total contributions by the number of households in 

each FSA in each year.  We also compute the fraction of households that donate by 
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dividing the total number of donors by the number of households.  Note that our 

information on donors reports the number of individuals who donate, but we treat them 

as households because contributions to charity can be shifted between members of a 

household for tax purposes.  Because tax credits increase with the total value of 

contributions, we suspect that in most households one member reports all contributions 

for the household, and thus the number of donors is more reflective of the number of 

households that donate. 

Our main source for information on neighbourhoods comes from the Census of 

Canada in years 1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006.  We use the Census Profiles at the FSA 

level, which contain information aggregated from both the short form (based on 100% of 

the population) and the long form (based on a 20% random sample of the population).  

Our information on income and all control measures are drawn from this data source, 

including measures of education, age, unemployment, the housing stock, house values, 

home language, immigration, and residential mobility.  We create the CD level data by 

aggregating Census measures among all urban FSAs inside each CD using 2001 

boundaries.13 

Using donations claimed on tax returns raises two potential issues for estimation. 

If there is a causal effect of local income inequality on donations, it likely operates by 

changing individual contributions to local charities as opposed to national or global 

charities.  With the taxfiler data, we only know the total value of donations reported by 

the residents, not where individuals donate.  For this reason, we cannot use a measure of 

donations to local charities as the dependent variable.  But, there is good reason to 

believe that local donations are a relatively large share of total donations.  Charities file 
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tax returns each year, which are publicly available. These returns capture the revenues 

and expenditures of nearly every registered charity in Canada.  They also identify the 

service area of the charity as “municipal”, “provincial”, or “national.”  Using a dataset 

compiled from these charity tax returns filed between 1991 and 2006, we looked at the 

share of all tax-receipted gifts that flow to municipal charities to approximate the 

donations made to local charities.  While there is variation across the type of charity and 

across time, roughly 73% of donations end up at municipal charities, which we interpret 

to mean local charities.   

While municipal charities receive the bulk of private donations, we do not know 

from charity tax returns whether these donations come mainly from residents of that 

locality or from donors outside the locality.  To provide more information on this issue, 

we appeal to the Canadian Survey of Giving, Volunteering, and Participating (CSGVP).  

While we do not know the identity or location of the charities that receive donations from 

people surveyed in this data, there is a question that asks respondents whether one reason 

for giving is to “make a contribution to the community.”  Pooling all available years of 

the survey, 70% said that they give to contribute to the community.  The precise 

definition of “community” is not given, and it is not necessarily true that one needs to 

give to a local charity to improve the community, but in combination with the high share 

revenues collected by local charities, it is suggestive that much giving flows from local 

residents to local charities. 

The second issue with using tax data is that there is no information on donations 

not claimed for tax credit. To check whether donations claimed on tax forms are 

representative of all donations, we again appeal to the CSGVP.  Pooling over all years of 
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the survey, respondents state that 75% of all donated dollars will be claimed for tax 

credits.  Furthermore, the distribution of donated dollars across charity types is very 

similar for claimed and unclaimed donations, except that claimed donations are more 

likely to go to religious charities, and less likely to go to health related charities.  

Given the available information, we are relatively confident that tax-reported 

donations are a useful measure of donations when estimating the relationship between 

local income inequality and giving.     

   

5. Results 

5.1 Summary Statistics 

Table 3 reports summary measures on donations, and the Census variables used in the 

regression analysis.   Real donations per household (2005 dollars) increased significantly 

across the sample period from roughly $369 to $649 (76%).  At the same time, however, 

the fraction of households donating has fallen from roughly 52% to 44% (15%).  Payne 

(2012) explores differences in giving patterns across neighbourhoods based on average 

household income.  During this period she finds that donations have grown in higher 

income neighbourhoods and have remained flat or declined in lower and middle income 

neighbourhoods.  Across all neighbourhood types there has been a steady decline in the 

reporting of donations. 

The bottom panel of Table 3 reports changes over time in key FSA-level 

characteristics.  Average income is rising over the sample period, though the fraction of 

households below the Low Income Cutoff (LICO) remains relatively constant.  

Immigrants are a rising proportion of the population, which is also reflected by the 
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increasing fraction who have a mother tongue that is not English or French.  The fraction 

of the population with a Bachelor’s degree and higher is rising, as is the fraction whose 

highest level of schooling is a high school diploma.  Internal migration is falling over 

time, but external migration is rising.14  Household structure is shifting away from 1-

family households and towards non-family households.  Finally, while house values are 

rising, rents are falling. 

A main part of our analysis looks at how the neighbourhood and municipality 

level inequality interact in their effect on charitable donations.  Columns 3-6 of Table 3 

present summary statistics for neighbourhoods located in a CD that is above or below the 

median of the Gini coefficient.  Neighbourhoods in below-median CDs have higher 

average incomes, fewer immigrants, lower house values, and a younger population than 

those in above-median CDs.  Over time, neighbourhoods in the below-median CDs see 

slower growth in immigration and in the fraction of the population, but faster growth in 

average household income. 

5.2 Regression Analysis  

Table 4 contains the main results from estimation of equation 1.  Columns 1-5 use log 

donations per household as the dependent variable, whereas columns 6 and 7 use percent 

of households donating.  All specifications in the table use log Gini, so the estimates 

from columns 1-5 are elasticities, and those from 6-7 are semi-elasticities. 

In columns 1 and 2 we report separately the results for our two measures of 

inequality, the CD Gini coefficient (column 1) and the FSA Gini coefficient (column 2).  

For both of these specifications we include the census controls, though we only report the 

coefficient on the log of average household income given this measure is tied to our 
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measure of inequality.   The coefficient on the CD inequality measure is negative but 

imprecisely measured, suggesting that there is little to no relationship between inequality 

and household giving.  In contrast, the elasticity between FSA inequality and donations is 

0.47 and is statistically significant at a 1% level.    

In columns 3-5, we include both measures of inequality in the regression to 

estimate the independent effect of inequality on donations at both levels of geography.  

The results in column 3 continue to suggest a strong positive effect of FSA inequality 

and more of a negative effect (significant at the 10% level) at the CD level.  In column 4 

we add CD fixed effects to the specification, allowing us to control for heterogeneity 

across CDs.  By including this set of controls, the coefficients on both the CD and FSA 

Gini measures are positive and significant.  The magnitude of the coefficient for the FSA 

Gini measure declines to 0.38 whereas the coefficient on the CD Gini measure is 0.41.   

In column (5) we include the set of FSA fixed effects, which control for time-

invariant neighbourhood characteristics.  While the effect of the FSA Gini shrinks to 

0.17, the elasticity between the CD-level Gini and donations, rises to 0.48 suggesting that 

it is not simply the immediate neighbourhood that matters in the relationship between 

inequality and donations. In terms of fraction of households donating, we see from our 

preferred specification in column 6 that a 1% increase in the Gini reduces the percentage 

that donates by 0.02 points but that the effect of the CD Gini is imprecisely measured.   

To give some perspective on these numbers, note that between 1991 and 2006, in 

the average neighbourhood the FSA-level Gini rises by about 16% and the CD-level Gini 

rises by 13%.  Thus, all else equal our estimated elasticities imply that a neighbourhood 

experiencing the average change at the FSA level will see donations rise by 2.7%, and 
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one experiencing the average CD-level change will see donations rise by 6.2%.  Given 

the overall mean donation of $490, donations would rise by $44 per household in a 

neighbourhood experiencing the average change at both levels.  Alternatively, given we 

see a 76% increase in donations over time, a neighbourhood as described above can 

attribute 3.5% of the growth to in inequality in the FSA, and 8.2% to growth at the CD 

level.  

Table 5 explores whether the relationship between inequality and donations at the 

neighbourhood level depends on its surrounding geographic area.  Columns 1 and 3 add 

to our preferred specification an interaction between the FSA and CD Gini coefficients.  

The Ginis at both geographies are demeaned, so the coefficients on the main effects are 

for the average FSA.  The coefficient on the FSA Gini remains at 0.17 but the coefficient 

on the CD Gini falls by 0.10 and the interaction term is negative.  These results suggest 

that giving rises less with FSA-level inequality when that neighbourhood is located 

inside a more unequal CD, and vice versa.  We confirm this pattern in columns 2 and 4 

by interacting the FSA-level Gini with a dummy variable indicating that the CD-Gini is 

above its median.  To add perspective, an FSA increasing in inequality by the average 

level of 16% would see donations rise by 6.2% if it is inside a CD that is below median 

inequality.  If that FSA were in a CD that is above median inequality, donations would 

only rise by 2.1%. The takeaway here is that there is a strong positive effect of local 

income inequality on donations in more homogeneous CDs, but that effect declines in 

more unequal CDs. Only the FSA Gini is statististically significant in the regression that 

uses the fraction of households donating as a dependent variable.  This suggests that 
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inequality within a neighbourhood matters more when the surrounding area is more equal 

in terms of income.  

The negative interaction term also has implications for how inequality affects 

donations in cities with different neighbourhood compositions. Imagine that 

municipalities A and B have the same level of inequality, but they differ in that A 

contains neighbourhoods where inequality mirrors the municipality level inequality, 

while B contains neighbourhoods segregated by income level.  In both localities, we 

should expect to observe an increase in household giving, but that increase will be larger 

in municipality B.  This raises a puzzle of why the neighbourhood composition as it 

relates to the overall composition of the municipality matters. Looking back to Table 3, 

we noted that neighbourhoods in below-median CDs have higher incomes, fewer 

immigrants, and a younger population at the baseline.  Furthermore, growth in incomes is 

faster, while growth in immigrants is slower in these neighbourhoods.  While the fixed 

effects control for any baseline differences, the patterns we observe here could be related 

to differences over time in these factors.  

The relationship between inequality and donations is largely the same if we use a 

different measure of inequality.  In Table 6 we explore how donations are related to the 

Theil Index, the 90/10 ratio, and the top 1% share.  To make the estimates comparable 

across specifications, the measures have been standardized by dividing each measure of 

inequality by its standard deviation.  The results suggest that one percent increases in 

each of these measures have positive effects on household donations. Thus the pattern we 

observe with the Gini is generally robust to measuring inequality in several different 

ways. 
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Finally, in Table 7 we explore differences if we separate the sample into two 

groups, those where the average household income is below the median in 2001 (“Low”) 

and those where the average household income is above the median in 2001 (“High”).  

These results are reported in columns 1 and 2.  We also break the groups into FSAs based 

on the level of education in 2001 (above and below the median).   We see that the 

positive effect of inequality on donations goes away for the lower income 

neighbourhoods, and in the higher income neighbourhoods only the CD Gini coefficient 

remains significant.  For the lower education neighbourhoods, the coefficient on the FSA 

Gini coefficient is significant at a 10% level and for the higher education 

neighbourhoods, only the coefficient on the CD Gini remains significant.  These results 

suggest that the driver of the effects of income inequality is in the higher income 

neighbourhoods.   

 

6. Discussion/Conclusion 

The distribution of income is widening in cities and neighbourhoods across the country, 

and we study the extent to which this growing gap matters for donations to charity.  We 

show that rising inequality in income at the local level, regardless of how it is measured, 

is associated with a small increase in charitable donations.  Donations rise with inequality 

whether we measure the locality using the neighbourhood or municipality, though 

interestingly the interaction of these effects is negative.  This implies, for example, that 

there are smaller increases donations resulting from a rise in neighbourhood inequality 

when the municipality is more unequal.  It also implies that donations respond less to 

municipality-level inequality if the municipality is comprised of a set of similarly 
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unequal neighbourhoods. This highlights an important interplay between the 

characteristics of your immediate neighbourhood and the broader geography in which it 

is located. While there is no measurable difference in the effect on donations of growth in 

neighbourhood-level giving across neighbourhoods that differ in education or income 

levels, the effect at the CD level occurs most strongly in high income, high education 

areas.   

 While in our data we do not know precisely what types of charities have seen 

increases in donations alongside the rise in income inequality, if individuals increase 

their donations to charities like food banks, then our results imply that individuals at least 

partly counteract the widening income distribution by donating to goods with a 

redistributive component.  Payne (2012) notes that over roughly the same time period as 

our analysis, the share of tax-receipted gifts to charities that welfare, education, health, 

and “other” services increased at the expense of gifts to religious charities.  While we 

cannot directly attribute that shift to inequality, it suggests at least that people may 

respond at least in part to inequality by donating more to redistributive charitable goods. 

An interesting future analysis would directly examine to what extent the distribution of 

private gifts to charities change with inequality.  
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Table&1&(&Measurement&of&Income&Inequality&

&
&&

&

Year&

&

Change&
2006(
1991&

&& 1991& 1996& 2001& 2006&
&

&&

FSA$Level$
& & & & & &Household&Income&Gini&Index& 0.380& 0.397& 0.406& 0.420&

&
10.6%&

Household&Income&Theil&Index& 0.275& 0.297& 0.316& 0.348&
&

26.9%&
90/10&Ratio&of&Household&Income& 7.54& 8.38& 8.47& 8.56&

&
13.5%&

Top&1%&Household&Income&Share& 5.78& 6.13& 6.62& 7.53&
&

30.2%&

Census$Division$Level$
& & & & & &Household&Income&Gini&Index& 0.389& 0.406& 0.416& 0.434&

&
11.7%&

Household&Income&Theil&Index& 0.270& 0.296& 0.315& 0.354&
&

31.1%&
90/10&Ratio&of&Household&Income& 7.94& 8.91& 8.90& 8.95&

&
12.7%&

Top&1%&Household&Income&Share& 5.57& 5.97& 6.55& 7.67& && 37.5%&

Note:&&FSAs&are&defined&based&on&their&geographic&boundaries&in&2001.&&CDs&are&also&
defined&base&on&their&2001&geographic&boundaries.&
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Table&2&–&Summary&Statistics&based&on&Gini&Coefficient&

&
Mean& SD& 10th& 25th& Median& 75th& 90th&

&& && && Percentile& Percentile& && Percentile& Percentile&

A.#Variation#At#FSA#Level#
& & & & & & &Across&Variation&
&

0.061& 0.326& 0.363& 0.401& 0.429& 0.471&

Within&Variation&
&

0.027& (0.030& (0.013& 0.000& 0.014& 0.030&

Raw&Change&1991(2006& 0.049& 0.051& (0.004& 0.019& 0.044& 0.076& 0.109&

Percent&Change&1991(2006& 15.609& 17.635& (0.922& 4.906& 11.903& 22.405& 37.907&

B.#Variation#At#CD#Level#
& & & & & & &Across&Variation&

&
0.035& 0.364& 0.392& 0.414& 0.429& 0.467&

Within&Variation&
&

0.020& (0.026& (0.013& 0.001& 0.012& 0.024&

Raw&Change&1991(2006& 0.048& 0.025& 0.027& 0.033& 0.050& 0.056& 0.078&

Percent&Change&1991(2006& 13.071& 9.103& 6.702& 8.378& 11.642& 15.173& 22.614&
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Table&3&(&Sample&Means&of&Key&Variables&Over&Time& & &

&

&
All& CD&Gini&Below&Median& CD&Gini&Above&Median&

&
&& 1991& 2006& 1991& 2006& 1991& 2006&

&

Donations#
# & & &

& &
&Dontation&per&Household&($2005)& 368.55& 649.12& 368.91& 676.90& 368.24& 621.82&
&Percent&Households&Donating& 51.78& 44.10& 52.50& 46.24& 51.14& 41.99&
&

#Census#Variables#(Control#Measures)#
& & & &

& &
&Average&Household&Income&($2005)& $65,125& $70,940& $66,594& $74,578& $63,824& $67,364&
&Percent&Low&income& 17.77& 18.12& 14.80& 13.85& 20.39& 22.32&
&Percent&Immigrants& 19.62& 23.22& 15.33& 17.66& 23.41& 28.68&
&Percent&Mother&Tongue&Non(Official&Language& 18.31& 23.74& 14.01& 17.85& 22.11& 29.53&
&Percent&1(Parent&Families& 14.70& 17.63& 13.08& 16.32& 16.13& 18.91&
&Percent&Highest&Level&of&Schooling&High&School& 46.13& 52.88& 47.82& 55.66& 44.63& 50.15&
&Percent&Highest&Level&of&Schooling&University& 18.64& 25.41& 16.34& 21.76& 20.69& 29.00&
&Percent&Unemployed& 8.86& 5.30& 8.03& 4.45& 9.59& 6.14&
&Percent&Interprovincial&Migrants&Last&5&Years& 4.09& 2.87& 4.67& 3.48& 3.57& 2.28&
&Percent&Interprovincial&Migrants&Last&Year& 1.25& 0.94& 1.45& 1.17& 1.07& 0.72&
&Percent&External&Migrants&Last&5&Years& 4.73& 4.90& 2.92& 3.28& 6.33& 6.49&
&Percent&External&Migrants&Last&Year& 1.15& 1.20& 0.73& 0.82& 1.52& 1.58&
&Percent&Population&under&19& 26.00& 23.18& 28.52& 24.73& 23.77& 21.65&
&Percent&Population&65+& 11.35& 14.12& 10.14& 13.33& 12.43& 14.90&
&Percent&Population&Male& 48.80& 48.47& 49.28& 48.82& 48.37& 48.13&
&Percent&Speak&English&at&Home& 66.36& 65.83& 73.27& 72.45& 60.24& 59.32&
&Percent&Housing&Stock&Built&1991(2001& 0.00& 12.83& 0.00& 14.98& 0.00& 10.71&
&Percent&Households&1&Family& 69.03& 65.54& 73.61& 69.33& 64.97& 61.83&
&Percent&Households&Non(Family& 29.78& 32.55& 25.33& 28.81& 33.71& 36.23&
&Average&Number&of&Persons&Per&Household& 2.53& 2.47& 2.65& 2.55& 2.43& 2.38&
&Average&Number&of&Rooms&in&Dwelling& 5.88& 6.21& 6.22& 6.62& 5.58& 5.81&
&Percent&Dwellings&Owned& 57.42& 63.81& 65.35& 71.60& 50.41& 56.15&
&Average&Value&of&Dwelling&(Year&$2005)& $225,726& $286,467& $190,275& $256,056& $257,104& $316,363&
&Average&Rent&(Year&$2005)& $846& $780& $833& $779& $857& $782&
&Percent&Population&That&files& 78.67& 83.96& 77.29& 83.74& 79.90& 84.18&
&

& & & & &
& &

&
Number&of&FSAs& 991& 991& 496& 495& 496& 495& &&

& &

Notes: All monetary figures are expressed in year 2005 Canadian Dollars.  All statistics are weighted by the number 
of households in each FSA
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Table&4&(&Effect&of&Inequality&on&Donations&

&
ln(Average&Household&Donations)&

&
Fraction&Donating&

&&&&&&&&&&&&& (1)& (2)& (3)& (4)& (5)&
&

(6)& (7)&

ln(FSA&Gini)&
&

0.47***& 0.50***& 0.38***& 0.17**&
&

(2.53**& (2.08*&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&

&
(0.07)& (0.08)& (0.07)& (0.07)&

&
(1.13)& (1.25)&

ln(CD&Gini)& (0.06&
&

(0.16*& 0.41***& 0.48***&
&

(1.98& 1.94&
&&&&&&&&&&&&& (0.09)&

&
(0.09)& (0.13)& (0.13)&

&
(2.22)& (2.43)&

ln(Household&Income)& 1.18***& 1.02***& 1.02***& 1.16***& 0.78***&
&

7.86***& (1.67&
&&&&&&&&&&&&& (0.09)& (0.10)& (0.10)& (0.10)& (0.11)&

&
(1.52)& (1.45)&

& & & & & & & & &R2&&&&&&&&&&& 0.878& 0.88& 0.88& 0.914& 0.971&
&

0.944& 0.977&
N&&&&&&&&&&&& 3964& 3964& 3964& 3964& 3964&

&
3964& 3964&

& & & & & & & & &Census&Controls& Yes& Yes& Yes& Yes& Yes&
&

Yes& Yes&
Census&Division&Effects& No& No& No& Yes& No&

&
Yes& No&

FSA&Effects& No& No& No& No& Yes&
&

No& Yes&

Notes:&***p<0.01,&**p<0.05,&*p<0.10.&Coefficients&in&columns&1(5&are&elasticities,&and&those&in&6(7&are&semi(elasticities.&&Census&controls&refers&to&the&full&set&of&
"other&census&variables"&in&Table&1.&&All&specifications&include&census&year&effects.&&Regressions&are&weighted&by&the&number&of&households&in&the&FSA.&Standard&
errors&clustered&at&the&FSA&level&are&in&parentheses.&
&
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!
!
Table!5!(!Interaction!of!Effect!of!Inequality!at!FSA!and!CD!Level!on!Donations!

!
ln(Average!Household!Donations)!

!
Fraction!Donating!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (1)! (2)!
!

3! 4!
ln(FSA!Gini)! 0.17**! 0.39***!

!
(2.01! 0.01!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.07)! (0.07)!
!

(1.25)! (1.27)!
ln(CD!Gini)! 0.37***!

! !
3.22!

!
!

(0.14)!
! !

(2.57)!
!ln(FSA!Gini)*ln(CD!Gini)! (0.42*!

! !
5.00!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.23)!
! !

(4.16)!
!ln(FSA!Gini)*CD!Above!Median!

!
(0.26***!

! !
(3.77**!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!

(0.09)!
! !

(1.86)!
ln(Household!Income)! 0.78***! 0.78***!

!
(1.69! (2.00!

!
(0.11)! (0.11)!

!
(1.45)! (1.44)!

! ! ! ! ! !R2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.971! 0.971!
!

0.977! 0.977!
N!!!!!!!!!!!! 3964! 3964!

!
3964! 3964!

! ! ! ! ! !Census!Controls! Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!
FSA!Effects! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes!
Notes:!*p<0.01,!**p<0.05,!*p<0.10.!Coefficients!in!columns!1(2!are!elasticities,!and!those!in!3(4!are!
semi(elasticities.!!Census!controls!refers!to!the!full!set!of!"other!census!variables"!in!Table!1.!!All!
specifications!include!census!year!effects.!!Regressions!are!weighted!by!the!number!of!households!in!the!
FSA.!Standard!errors!clustered!at!the!FSA!level!are!in!parentheses.!
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!
Table!6!(!Alternative!Measures!of!Inequality!on!Average!Household!Donations!

!
Gini!

!
Theil!

!
90/10!Ratio!

!
Top!1%!Share!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (1)! (2)!
!

(3)! (4)!
!

(5)! (6)!
!

(7)! (8)!

FSA!Ineq! 0.02*! 0.07***!
!

0.02*! 0.05***!
!

(0.01! 0.06***!
!

0.02*! 0.02*!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.01)! (0.02)!
!

(0.01)! (0.02)!
!

(0.01)! (0.02)!
!

(0.01)! (0.01)!

CD!Ineq! 0.06***!
! !

0.05***!
! !

0.12***!
! !

0.01!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.01)!

! !
(0.01)!

! !
(0.02)!

! !
(0.01)!

!FSA!Ineq*CD!Ineq!Above!Median!
!

(0.05***!
! !

(0.03*!
! !

(0.05**!
! !

0.00!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!

(0.02)!
! !

(0.02)!
! !

(0.02)!
! !

(0.02)!

ln(Household!Income)! 0.79***! 0.78***!
!

0.81***! 0.82***!
!

0.80***! 0.82***!
!

0.85***! 0.85***!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.11)! (0.11)!
!

(0.11)! (0.11)!
!

(0.11)! (0.11)!
!

(0.11)! (0.11)!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !R2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.971! 0.971!
!

0.971! 0.971!
!

0.972! 0.971!
!

0.971! 0.971!

N!!!!!!!!!!!! 3964! 3964!
!

3964! 3964!
!

3964! 3964!
!

3964! 3964!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Census!Controls! Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!

FSA!Effects! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes!

Notes:!*p<0.01,!**p<0.05,!*p<0.10.!For!comparability!across!specifications,!all!inequality!measures!are!standardized!by!dividing!by!their!standard!deviations,!
and!they!are!not!logged.!!Census!controls!refers!to!the!full!set!of!"other!census!variables"!in!Table!1.!!All!specifications!include!census!year!effects.!!Regressions!
are!weighted!by!the!number!of!households!in!the!FSA.!Standard!errors!clustered!at!the!FSA!level!are!in!parentheses.!
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!
Table!7!(!Effect!of!Inequality!on!Donations!for!Income!and!Education!Groups!

!
Average!Household!Donations!

!
Income!

!
Education!

!
Low! High!

!
Low! High!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (1)! (2)!
!

(3)! (4)!
ln(FSA!Gini)! 0.19! 0.10!

!
!!!!!!!!0.25*!!! 0.11!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.15)! (0.08)!
!

(0.13)! (0.08)!
ln(CD!Gini)!!! 0.24! !!!!!!!!0.33**!!

!
0.34! !!!!!!!!0.66***!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.22)! (0.16)!
!

(0.22)! (0.18)!
ln(Household!Income)! 0.18! !!!!!!!!0.81***!

!
!!!!!!!!0.50***! !!!!!!!!0.83***!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.17)! (0.14)!
!

(0.18)! (0.14)!

! ! ! ! ! !R2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.963! 0.964!
!

0.967! 0.969!
N!!!!!!!!!!!! 1984! 1980!

!
1984! 1980!

! ! ! ! ! !Census!Controls! Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!
FSA!Effects! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes!
!
Notes:!*p<0.01,!**p<0.05,!*p<0.10.!Low!and!High!refer!to!being!below!or!above!the!median!level!of!
income!or!educaiton!in!2001.!Census!controls!refers!to!the!full!set!of!"other!census!variables"!in!Table!1.!!
All!specifications!include!census!year!effects.!!Regressions!are!weighted!by!the!number!of!households!in!
the!FSA.!Standard!errors!clustered!at!the!FSA!level!are!in!parentheses.!
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Figure A.1 – Predicted vs. Actual Income Shares in 1991 and 1996+ 
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Figure A.2 – Predicted vs. Actual Income Shares in 1991 and 1996+ 
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Figure A.3 – Gini from Dagum Distribution vs Gini from Microdata in 2001 
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Figure A.4 – 5-year Migration Rates and Lagged Donations and Inequality 
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Figure A.5 – 1-year Migration Rates and Lagged Donations and Inequality 
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Table!A.1!(!Mobility!Into!Neighbourghoods,!Donations,!and!Inequality!

!
5(Year!Mobility!Rate!

!
1(Year!Mobility!Rate!

!
Total! Internal!

!
Total! Internal!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (1)! (2)!
!

(3)! (4)!
ln(Lag!Average!Household!Donations)! 0.47!!! 0.53!!!

!
0.46! !0.54!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (0.71)! (0.54)!
!

(0.36)! (0.37)!
ln(Lag!FSA!Gini)! (1.53! (0.53!

!
!!!!2.33**!!! !!!!2.70**!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (1.77)! (1.68)!
!

(1.10)! (1.09)!
ln(Household!Income)! 2.05! (0.72!

!
1.37! 0.93!

!!!!!!!!!!!!! (2.19)! (1.87)!
!

(1.38)! (1.33)!

! ! ! ! ! !R2!!!!!!!!!!! 0.896! 0.898!
!

0.918! 0.907!
N!!!!!!!!!!!! 2973! 2973!

!
2973! 2973!

! ! ! ! ! !Census!Controls! Yes! Yes!
!

Yes! Yes!
Census!Division!Effects! No! No!

!
No! No!

FSA!Effects! Yes! Yes! !! Yes! Yes!
*p<0.01,!**p<0.05,!*p<0.10.!All!coefficients!are!semi(elasticities.!Census!controls!refers!to!the!full!set!of!
"other!census!variables"!in!Table!1.!!All!specifications!include!census!year!effects.!!Regressions!are!
weighted!by!the!number!of!households!in!the!FSA.!Standard!errors!clustered!at!the!FSA!level!are!in!
parentheses.!Total!mobility!refers!to!both!migration!into!an!FSA!from!both!inside!Canada!and!outside!
Canada.!!Internal!mobility!refers!to!only!migration!from!inside!Canada.!!5(year!rate!is!the!fraction!of!the!
population!that!migrated!in!the!last!5!years.!!1(year!rate!is!the!fraction!of!the!population!that!migrated!
in!the!last!year.!
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Table!A.2!(!Income!Shares!Across!Time!

!
Year!

!! 1991! 1996! 2001! 2006!
Statistics'Computed'from'Dagum'Distribution'

! ! ! !10th!Percentile!of!Household!Income! 17819.63! 15102.79! 16547.53! 17085.43!
90th!Percentile!of!Household!Income! 121251.40! 116136.20! 129107.50! 135744.80!
Estimated!Mean!Household!Income! 66877.02! 62641.53! 69316.97! 72330.34!

Statistics'Computed'from'Raw'Data'
! ! ! !Sample!Mean!Household!Income! 65124.77! 60787.21! 67278.09! 70940.28!

Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$0!and!$10000! 8.01! 8.32! 6.67! 5.28!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$10000!and!$20000! 14.81! 15.59! 12.52! 10.28!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$20000!and!$30000! 13.38! 12.91! 11.40! 10.30!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$30000!and!$40000! 13.16! 12.04! 11.24! 10.82!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$40000!and!$50000! 12.18! 10.91! 10.25! 9.76!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$50000!and!$60000! 10.53! 9.62! 9.08! 8.60!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$60000!and!$70000! 8.15! 7.88! 8.05! 7.74!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$70000!and!$80000! 19.77! 6.12! 6.63! 6.69!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$80000!and!$90000!

!
4.56! 5.38! 5.68!

Percent!of!Household!Incomes!b/w!$90000!and!$100000! 3.22! 4.21! 4.70!
Percent!of!Household!Incomes!over!$100000! !! 8.82! 14.57! 20.16!

Notes:!The!income!top!code!in!1991!is!$70,000,!while!it!is!$100,000!in!1996!forward.!!All!dollar!figures!are!nominal.!!
Statistics!computed!from!Dagum!distribution!are!based!on!the!estimated!parameters!from!the!ML!procedure.!!
Statistics!computed!from!Raw!data!are!from!the!Census!data.!

 
Lead Footnote: The authors would like to thank Olesya Kotlyachkov, Mitch Steffler, and the 

Public Economics Data Analysis Laboratory for research assistance and data access.  Research 

funding to support the work undertaken in this paper has been through SSHRC grants. 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 There is some variation in these numbers depending on the data source used.  The numbers 

reported here come from the Census and are for individual pre-tax income.  Using data from tax 

2!See, e.g. Kawachi, Kennedy, and Wilkinson 1999; Deaton 2001; Mellor and Milyo 2002; Kelly 

2000; Fajnzylber, Lederman, and Loayza 2002; Alesina and La Ferrara 2000, 2002; Costa and 

Kahn 2003.!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 The same result does not hold in general (though it does in special cases, such as quasi-concave 

utility) in the so-called “warm glow” model, where in addition to the total amount of the public 

good, individuals derive utility from their own contribution. 

4!The Dagum Type I CDF is given by ! ! = ! 1+ !
!

!! !!
, where a and p are shape 

parameters, and b is a scale parameter.  This distribution was developed in the 1970s as an 

alternative to the more commonly used distribution used to describe incomes, such as the Pareto 

and Lognormal (Kleiber, 2008).  Since its development, this distribution has been used in 

situations such as ours where only aggregated counts of observations in income ranges are 

available.  For a summary of past applications of the Dagum distribution, see Kleiber (2008).  

More recent examples are Evans, Hout, and Mayer (2004) and Corcoran and Evans (2011).!
5 Households are grouped into income bins of $10,000, ranging from $0 to $100,000 in 1996, 

2001, and 2006, and ranging from $0 to $70,000 in 1991. 

6 Though FSA boundaries remain fairly stable over time, Canada Post occasionally merges or 

splits them.  The most common boundary changes happen when rural FSAs are split into urban 

FSAs as the population in those areas grows larger.  When boundary changes occur, we regroup 

FSAs into the larger geographic area.  Thus, emerging FSAs are regrouped back into the FSA 

from which they emerge, and retiring FSAs are regrouped into the area that from which they 

retire.  Information on the grouping of FSAs over time is available from the authors.!
7!As FSA and CD geographies may change over time, we use the geographic boundaries as 

defined in 2001.!
8!For these FSAs, the maximum likelihood procedure did not converge, or produced clearly 

implausible values for the parameters. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 We compared dropped FSAs to included FSAs by pooling together all years from 1996 forward 

and taking means for key measures for FSAs with non-missing information.  The dropped FSAs 

tend to have larger average donations and fraction of households donating, higher incomes, 

lower immigration and education levels, and a younger population.  These summary statistics are 

based on 1996 forward because a significant number of FSAs have no data for 1991, and many 

of the variables trend over time, so means from pooled data over all years would yield a skewed 

comparison.  When these dropped FSAs were included into regressions where possible (creating 

an unbalanced panel), the signs and magnitudes of the main results were similar to those reported 

in the tables.  

10 It is common in the Canadian literature to use the Economic Family as the income-earning 

unit.  It is also standard to divide family income by the square root of the number of individuals 

to adjust for family size and for returns to scale involved with larger families.  We are unable to 

examine family income in this paper, nor to adjust it for family size.  We do note, however, that 

households are usually the income-earning unit used in U.S. computations of inequality. We also 

note that our regressions include controls for average household size and household composition 

to control in part for variation across neighbourhoods in the types of households they contain. 

11 See Table A.2 for a breakdown of the shares of households in each income bin in each year. 

12 Contributions claimed are treated as tax credits in Canada, as opposed to the United States 

where they are treated as deductions.  

13!A given FSA is allocated to only one CD.  If the FSA falls into two CDs, we allocated the 

FSA to a CD based on land mass.!
14!Interprovincial migrants refer to those who move into the province from somewhere inside 

Canada, whereas external migrants are those who move into the area from outside Canada. 
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